Landmarks Preservation Advisory Board

STAFF REPORT
July 11, 2016

1.

Proposal: Heritage Property Nominations by owner applicants, associated
with the Mills Act contract applications:
1) LM16-001: 523 41st Street (APN 012-1012-055-00);
City Council District 1 - Kalb
2) LM16-002: 1824 Myrtle Street (APN 005-0410-020-00)
City Council District 3 – Gibson McElhaney
3) LM16-003: 369 MacArthur Blvd. (APN 001-0785-02102) ; City Council District 3 – Gibson McElhaney
4) LM16-004: 1733 10th Street (APN 006-0023-006-00);
City Council District 3 – Gibson McElhaney
Environmental Exempt Section 15331 of the State CEQA Guidelines, Historical
Determination: Resource Restoration/Rehabilitation; Section 15183 Projects
consistent with the General Plan or Zoning
Service Delivery Citywide program; applications from 1, 2, & Metro this year
District:
City Council District: Citywide program; applications from Districts 1 and 3 this year
Action to be taken: Determination that the properties are eligible for Heritage Property
status, and designation of the properties as City of Oakland
Heritage Properties
For Further Contact Betty Marvin (510) 238-6879, bmarvin@oaklandnet.com
Information:

INTRODUCTION
Four properties are before the Landmarks Preservation Advisory Board (LPAB) for review and
consideration of Heritage Property eligibility and designation as outlined in the Historic Preservation
Element (HPE) of the Oakland General Plan. These Heritage Property applications have been
submitted in conjunction with concurrent Mills Act contract applications. (One additional Mills Act
application is being considered this year, for an existing S-20 district contributor.)
BACKGROUND: HERITAGE PROPERTIES
Definition: Chapter 4 of the HPE defines ‘Heritage Properties’ as “Properties which definitively
warrant preservation but which are not Landmarks or Preservation Districts” – a less exclusive and
more expeditious designation. Heritage Properties may be designated by the Landmarks Board or the
Planning Commission. They may also be designated by the Director of City Planning, subject to
confirmation within 45 days by either the Board or the Commission.
Effect of designation: Heritage properties are Designated Historic Properties (HPE Policy 1.3), and
therefore part of the Local Register defined in HPE Policy 3.8. As such they are Historical
Resources for purposes of the California Environmental Quality Act, State Historical Building Code,
and Mills Act. At a minimum, under the Element, demolition, removal or specified major alterations
of Heritage Properties may normally be postponed for up to 120 days. Design Review will require
work that maintains the property’s historic character.
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Eligibility: According to the Element, a property is eligible for Heritage Property designation on the
basis of its Oakland Cultural Heritage Survey (OCHS) rating if it:
1.

has an existing or contingency rating of A (Highest Importance), B (Major Importance),
or C (Secondary Importance) “according to the methodology of the intensive survey”; or

2.

has an existing or contingency rating of A or B from the reconnaissance (field,
preliminary) survey; or

3.

contributes or potentially contributes to any area potentially eligible for Preservation
District designation (Area of Primary or Secondary Importance).

Properties with individual A or B survey ratings and contributors to survey-identified Areas of
Primary Importance are automatically on Oakland’s Local Register as defined in Preservation
Element Policy 3.8. To qualify for Mills Act contracts, however, if they are not already formally
designated by the Landmarks Board as Landmarks, Heritage Properties, or S-7 or S-20 district
contributors, they must receive Board designation. One of this year’s Mills Act applicants (1506
Linden Street) is already designated as a contributor to the Oak Center S-20 historic district. The
other four are now proposed for Heritage Property designation.
Designation process: Heritage Properties may be designated by either the Landmarks Board or the
City Planning Commission after owner notification and acceptance. Landmarks Board actions on
Heritage Property designations are appealable by anyone to the City Planning Commission. Heritage
Properties may be de-designated by the Board at the property owner’s request or at the Board’s
initiative. De-designation must be based on documentation that the property does not meet the
Heritage Property eligibility criteria, unless the designation was for a limited period of time.
Since the present nominations are owner-initiated in conjunction with Mills Act contract
applications, the Board may designate them Heritage Properties at this meeting without further
hearing or notification, provided they meet the eligibility criteria.

ELIGIBILITY OF NOMINATED PROPERTIES
The properties under consideration for Heritage Property designation at this meeting are described
below. The Landmarks Board has a point system of its own for Landmarks and Heritage Property
eligibility, somewhat different from that of the OCHS (see Preservation Element Appendices C and
D). Evaluation and tally sheets for Heritage Property eligibility, prepared by staff for Board review
and adoption, are attached along with the full applications. All four nominated properties appear
eligible.
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1. LM16-001: 523 41st Street (see Attachment 1)
Hoffschneider (George E.) house

Heritage Property Eligibility Rating:
OCHS Rating:

B (32 points)

Preliminary (field) survey rating C3 (C= secondary importance or superior
example; not in an identified district)

Significance: 523 41st Street is a two-story house with elaborate Colonial Revival detailing. It was
built under permit #14512, dated November 27, 1908, owner George E. Hoffschneider, builder
Nathan Brown, and architect J. C. Newsom, reported construction cost $2700. As the Newsom
Brothers, members of a long-standing Oakland architectural dynasty, Joseph Cather Newsom
(1857-1930) and his brother Samuel (1848-1908) are best known for some of the most extravagant
Victorians in California, typified by the Carson Mansion in Eureka, and for their famous series of
“Picturesque California Homes” pattern books. The Hoffschneider house is a fine example of
Newsom’s work in the East Bay residential building boom after the 1906 earthquake. The “streetcar
suburbs” of North Oakland and the inner Lake Merritt neighborhoods developed rapidly with new
homes for both San Francisco refugees and longtime Oaklanders moving up from old
neighborhoods. Hoffschneider, an electrotypist, who owned the house from 1908 to 1935, was
first of a series of long-term owners. With details like Palladian windows, clustered columns, and
prow bay, this house stands out from the more generic builder-designed and pattern-book Colonials
that line the transit streets of north Oakland. Joseph does not seem to have published additional
pattern books in the post-Earthquake era. His Oakland houses of the period include the steep-gabled
380 Staten and extravagant Craftsman-eclectic 360 Bellevue in Adams Point, both built in 1908.
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LM16-002: 1824 Myrtle Street (see Attachment 2)
Smilie (Robert) – Gohrman (Emma) house

Heritage Property Eligibility Rating:

OCHS Rating:

B (26 points); API contributor

Oak Center intensive survey rating (1991) Cb1+ (C = secondary
importance or superior example, b = potentially major importance if
restored; 1+, contributor to a survey-identified Area of Primary
Importance, Oak Center API)

Significance: 1824 Myrtle Street was built in 1889 by Robert Smilie, a well-known Bay Area
contractor who very likely also designed the house. It is a large raised-basement Queen Anne
cottage distinguished by a complex hip and gable roof and a corner turret. It is a good
representative of the medium-large houses built in this west-central Oakland neighborhood in the
late 19th century for generally prosperous business and professional residents. Identified
residents of 1824 include Walter Dimmick, listed as a commission merchant in San Francisco
and later as a clerk at the US Mint. His household in 1900 included his wife Fannie, a daughter,
and a female servant. By 1910 the resident and owner was Emma Gohrman, widow of a deputy
superintendent of streets, with two adult daughters.
This block of Myrtle Street is historically part of the same neighborhood as the Oak Center S-20
historic district south of 18th Street, but it was not included in the Oak Center Redevelopment
Area and therefore not in the district designation. Several fine houses on this block are still
awaiting rehabilitation.
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LM16-003: 369 MacArthur Blvd., Lemos (Frank & Mary) house (see Attachment 3)

Heritage Property Eligibility Rating:
OCHS Rating:

B (26.5 points)

Adams Point intensive survey rating (1986) Cb2+ (C= secondary
importance or superior example, potentially B; 2+, contributes to a
secondary district)

Significance: 369 MacArthur Blvd is a distinctive craftsman house in Adams Point, built for the
Lemos family in 1910. It is distinguished by its patterned shingles, a flared gable roof, full width
front porch, ornamental sash, and overall elegantly rustic character. It was built under permit
#19091, dated April 1, 1910, owner Mrs. Mary Lemos, builder J. F. Gunn, for a one-story
bungalow on the south side of Perry 400’ west of Van Buren, to cost $2300.
Mary Lemos was the wife of Frank I. Lemos, a Portuguese-born shoemaker, and mother of
artists Frank B., Pedro, and John. The 1914 city directory lists John, an engraver, and Frank I.
living at 369 Perry, while Pedro Lemos, an instructor at UC, lived next door in another house
owned by Mary. In various years Frank B., Pedro, and John were listed as Lemos Bros. Artists
& Engravers (1909) and Lemos Illustrating Co. (1907). Pedro (1882-1954) later went on to be
the director of the Stanford Art Museum. By the 1920s only the parents, Frank I. and Mary, were
living at 369.
Builder J. Frank Gunn is listed in Oakland city directories from 1896 to 1918, first as a carpenter
and later as a contractor. He built at least three other houses in Adams Point, all with no architect
named. Adams Point on Lake Merritt, opened to development after the 1906 earthquake, retains
many fine one-of-a-kind homes by leading early 20th century architects including Julia Morgan,
Bakewell & Brown, J. Cather Newsom, and A.W. Smith, but builders like Gunn also contributed
notably to the neighborhood character. In the early 1900s both Gunn and the Lemos family were
living on the 800 block of Isabella Street which may have led to the commission for 369 Perry.
In the applicant’s words, “the house is a quintessential Oakland craftsman. It has great detail and
wonderful character, a piece of history and an example great craftsmanship.”
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LM16-004: 1733 10th Street, Johnson (Thomas) – Beretta (G.) house (Attachment 4)

Heritage Property Eligibility Rating:
OCHS Rating:

B (24 points); API contributor

West Oakland intensive survey rating (1988) B1+ (B= major importance;
1+, contributor to an Area of Primary Importance, Oakland Point API)

Significance: 1733 10th Street is a contributor to the Oakland Point District, today’s Prescott
neighborhood of over 800 19th century homes, which was formally determined eligible for the
National Register in 1991. Oakland Point’s very earliest houses are clustered at this far west end
of the district, close to the railroad yards and the ferry. Early owners and residents of 1733 10th
Street, both railroad workers and San Francisco commuters, reflect the transportation-related
history of the neighborhood. The neighborhood developed rapidly from the 1870s when the
Southern Pacific yards and shops became a major employer at the West Oakland terminus of the
transcontinental railroad.
From 1868-69 to 1873-74 this parcel was assessed to Thomas and Margaret Johnson, and by
1869-70 they were taxed for a $400 improvement and $100 worth of personal property
(indicating that this was their residence). In 1872-73 the assessment rises to $1000, and in 187374 to $2000. City directories for 1872 through 1874 list Thomas Johnson, carpenter, living at
“South side of Seward [10th] between Wood and Willow, Oakland Point.” It is possible that
Johnson, as a carpenter, built and then either enlarged or replaced the c.1869 house himself.
The appearance of the house confirms a date in the early 1870s, with the low-pitched gables and
low-hanging eaves, the absence of elaborate Italianate ornament, and the unusual detailing of the
upstairs front windows. Several comparable early-1870s houses can be seen on the 1750-block
of 8th Street, including the landmark Captain Shorey house.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

Receive any testimony from applicants and interested citizens;

2.
Review staff’s Heritage Property eligibility rating sheets and historic information and
revise as appropriate;
3.

Determine that the properties are eligible for City of Oakland Heritage Property designation;

4.
Approve Heritage Property designation of:
LM16-001: 523 41st Street (APN 012-1012-055-00); City Council District 1
LM16-002: 1824 Myrtle Street (APN 005-0410-020-00) City Council District 3
LM16-003: 369 MacArthur Blvd. (APN 001-0785-021-02) ; City Council District 3
LM16-004: 1733 10th Street (APN 006-0023-006-00); City Council District 3

Prepared by:

BETTY MARVIN
Historic Preservation Planner
Approved by:

Attachments:
1. Heritage Property application and evaluation forms, 523 41st Street
2. Heritage Property application and evaluation forms, 1824 Myrtle Street
3. Heritage Property application and evaluation forms, 369 MacArthur Blvd
4. Heritage Property application and evaluation forms, 1733 10th Street

Oakland Landmarks Preservation Advisory Board
OAKLAND LANDMARK, S-7/S20 PRESERVATION COMBINING ZONE,
AND HERITAGE PROPERTY APPLICATION FORM
=================================================================================
This form is for use in requesting the City of Oakland pursuant to its Zoning Regulations to establish a landmark,
landmark site, or Heritage Property or to rezone one or more properties to the S-7 or S-20 Preservation Combining
Zone.

1.

2.

IDENTIFICATION
A.

Historic Name: ______Hoffschneider (George E.) house_______________________________

B.

and/or Common Name: ____________none_________________________________________

ADDRESS/LOCATION
Street and number: ______523 41st Street_______________________ Zip Code: ____94609___

3.

CLASSIFICATION

A. Category
____District
_X _Building(s)
____Structure
____Site
____Object
B. Status
_ X _Occupied
____Unoccupied
____Work in progress
C. Accessible
____Yes: restricted
_ X _Yes: unrestricted
____No

F.

Application for:
____City Landmark
_ X _Heritage Property

D.

Present Use (P) and Historic Use (H)
____Agriculture
____Museum
____Commercial
____Park
____Educational
P,H Private Residence
____Entertainment
____Religious
____Government
____Scientific
____Industrial
____Transportation
____Military
____Other (Specify):

E.

Number of Resources within Property
Contributing
Non-contributing
_1__
____buildings
____
____sites
____
____structures
____
____objects
_1__
____Total

____ S-7 District
____ S-20 District

ATTACHMENT 1

523 41st Street
4.
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FORM LPAB-4

OWNER OF PROPERTY
Name: _ Thomas Kennedy Helm, Geraldine Alcid, and Elizabeth Helm____________
Street and Number: ___523 41st Street______________________________________________
City: ____Oakland_____________________ State: ____CA_______ Zip Code: ___94609____
Assessor’s Parcel Number: _______12-1012-55 ________________________________________________

5.

EXISTING FEDERAL/STATE DESIGNATIONS

A.

Federal
____National Historic Landmark
____Included in National Register of Historic Places
____Determined eligible for inclusion in National Register of Historic Places

B.

State
____California Historical Landmark
____California Point of Historic Interest
____State Historical Resources Inventory

6.

REPRESENTATION IN EXISTING SURVEYS
Name of Survey
Oakland Cultural Heritage Survey

Survey
Rating (if applicable)
C3 (prelim.)

Date
1986

Depository
Oakland City Planning Dept.

523 41st Street
7.

DESCRIPTION

A.

Condition:
____Excellent
_X_Good
____Fair
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FORM LPAB-4

B.
____Deteriorated
____Ruins
____Unexposed

Alterations:
X__Unaltered
____Altered

C.
Site
_ X _Original Site
____Moved (Date________)

D.

Style/Type: __Colonial Revival house________________________________________________

E.

Describe the present and original (if known) physical appearance:

The Hoffschneider house is a particularly fine and ornate architect-designed Colonial revival house or Classic
Box from the East Bay residential building boom after the 1906 earthquake. It is two stories, rectangular plan,
with a raised basement, one-story rear wing, and a low hip roof with a hip-roofed dormer. It has clapboard
siding (milled 3-drop) over a rustic-siding base, fluted Ionic pilasters at the corners, a one story flat-roofed,
columned porch at left front. Beyond this fairly standard configuration, the details are highly distinctive. The
eaves are wide, with long, slightly notched modillions, a plain frieze, and rows of dentils and egg-and-dart. The
porch roof is lined with two rows of egg-and-dart molding and its front corners rest on cluster of three smooth
cylindrical columns with plaster Ionic capitals. The glazed front door is set between two leaded glass sidelights.
There are polygonal bays on both sides of the house, and – just around the left-hand corner from the porch - a
miniature triangular bay with leaded glass windows, resting on a large scrolled bracket. The fluting on the
corner pilasters is actually made of narrow strips of appliqued wood, each strip terminated with small conical
arrow points at top and bottom. The two second-floor front windows are the most ornate feature of the house.
Upper sash is semi-circular with leaded glass in a spiderweb pattern. Each upper sash is framed by a big
semicircular arch edged with two rows of dentils; the arch rests on two pairs of cylindrical columns alongside
the lower sash. In front of the right-hand window is a small balcony resting on two elaborate scrolled brackets.
The balcony has turned balusters similar to those remaining on the porch. Other than replacement steps and
railings, the house is substantially unaltered, though there is deferred maintenance.
Proposed work: My house needs painting, and window repairs. Therefore, the work plan I hereby submit
encompasses the following improvements. First, Wooden Windows will repair the double-hung windows and,
where repair is not possible, install custom-made double-hung windows. One of the windows will incorporate
the upper section of a stained-glass window that used to hang in the house, before it was damaged during a
break-in. Wooden Windows’ bid is $16,888. After the window restoration work has concluded, Rayco, Inc.
will paint the house’s exterior white and repair the neo-classical details (eaves, fascia, dentil accents, arrows,
etc.). Rayco will also install more period-appropriate front stairs that will repeat the columns on the front
porch’s railing. Rayco’s bid is $38,248.00. The total cost of this restoration work is approximately $55,136.
8.

SIGNIFICANCE

A.

Period:
____Prehistoric
____Pre-1869
____1869-1906
_ X_1906-1945

B.

Areas of significance--check and justify below:
____Archeology-prehistoric
____Landscape architecture
____Archeology-historic
____Law
____Agriculture
____Literature
_ X_Architecture
____Military

523 41st Street
____Post-1945
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____Art
____Music
_ X_Commerce
____Philosophy
____Communications
____Politics/government
____Community Planning
____Religion
____Conservation
____Science
____Economics
____Sculpture
____Education
____Social/humanitarian
____Engineering
____Theater
____Exploration/settlement
____Transportation
____Industry
____Other (specify)
____Invention
1908ff
D.
Significant dates: built 1908

C.

Period of Significance:

E.

Builder/Architect/Designer: Joseph Cather Newsom (arch.), Nathan Brown (bldr.)

F.

Significant persons:

G.

Statement of Significance (include summary statement of significance as first paragraph):

523 41st Street is a two-story house with elaborate Colonial Revival detailing, designed in 1908 by Oaklandbased—and well-known—architect Joseph Cather Newsom (1857-1930), member of a long-standing California
architectural dynasty. J.C. Newsom gained fame through collaborating with his brother Samuel Newsom (18481908) in building some of the most famous Victorian buildings in California, such as the Carson Mansion in
Eureka, and publishing a famous series of “Picturesque California Homes” pattern books. J.C. Newsom would
have designed 523 41st Street towards the end of his career, after the death of his brother. It represents the
middle class “spec. housing” that comprised most of his architecture practice then. (David Gebhard, Samuel and
Joseph Newsom: Victorian Architectural Imagery in California, 1979, p.18.) The “streetcar suburbs” of the
North Oakland and the Lake Merritt neighborhoods developed rapidly after the 1906 earthquake with new homes
for both San Francisco refugees and longtime Oaklanders moving up from old neighborhoods.
The original building permit #14512 for 523 41st Street, dated November 27, 1908, lists the owner as George E.
Hoffschneider, the builder as Nathan Brown, the architect as J.C. Newsom, and an estimated construction cost
of $2,700. The first owner, George E. Hoffschneider, an electrotypist, lived there from 1908 to 1935, the first of
a series of long-term owners. 523 41st Street has only had about 3 or 4 families own it since it was built.
Various members of the Dinneen family lived there from 1925 until about 1969. The present owner bought the
home from Joan and Kenneth Marler, who had lived there from about the 1980s until 2013. This block of 41st
Street was truncated by freeway and BART construction in the 1970s, which cut through the long blocks from
Telegraph to Martin Luther King Jr. Way (then Grove Street) between 23rd and about 51st Street. These blocks
had many fine examples of post-earthquake streetcar suburb development, as survivors like 523 41st show.
The Hoffschneider house is a fine example of Newsom’s work in that East Bay residential building boom. With
details like Palladian windows, clustered columns, and prow bay, this house stands out from the more generic
builder-designed and pattern-book Colonials that line the transit streets of north Oakland. Newsom does not seem
to have published additional pattern books in the post-Earthquake era. His Oakland houses of the period include
the steep-gabled 380 Staten and extravagant Craftsman-eclectic 360 Bellevue in Adams Point, both built in 1908.

523 41st Street
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9.

MAJOR BIBLIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCES
David Gebhard, Samuel and Joseph Newsom: Victorian Architectural Imagery in California, (1979)
10.

GEOGRAPHICAL DATA
A.

Land area of property (square feet or acres): ______approx. 6160 sq.ft._______________________

B.
UTM References:
USGS Quadrangle Name: __Oakland West______ USGS Quadrangle Scale _1:24,000________
A _____
___________
________________ B _____
___________ ____________
Zone
Easting
Northing
Zone
Easting
Northing
C _____
___________
________________ D _____
___________ _____________
C.
Verbal boundary description (address, APN):
523 41st Street, Oakland CA, 94609 APN 10-1012-55
11.

FORM PREPARED BY
Name/Title: _____ Thomas Kennedy Helm __________________________________________________
Organization: ___________________________________________________ Date: ___4/5/2016_____
Street and Number: ___523 41st Street ______________ Telephone: __(415) 269-4739___
City/Town: __Oakland__________ State: __CA_ Zip Code: 94609__ Email _tkhelm@gmail.com___

DEPARTMENTAL USE ONLY
A.
Accepted by: _______________________________________ Date: _______________________
B.

Action by Landmarks Preservation Advisory Board
(1) _____Recommended

_____Not recommended for landmark/S-7/S-20 designation

Date: ___________________________________ Resolution number: ______________________
(2) _____Designated as Heritage Property Date:______________
C.

Action by City Planning Commission
_____Recommended
_____Not recommended for landmark/S-7 designation
Date: ____________________________________

D.

Action by City Council
_____Designated
_____Not Designated
Date: _____________________________
Ordinance No: _________________________

523 41st Street
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Oakland Landmarks Preservation Advisory Board
OAKLAND LANDMARK, S-7/S20 PRESERVATION COMBINING ZONE,
AND HERITAGE PROPERTY APPLICATION FORM
=================================================================================
This form is for use in requesting the City of Oakland pursuant to its Zoning Regulations to establish a landmark,
landmark site, or Heritage Property or to rezone one or more properties to the S-7 or S-20 Preservation Combining
Zone.
1.

2.

IDENTIFICATION
A.

Historic Name: Smilie (Robert) – Gohrman (Emma) House

B.

and/or Common Name: none

ADDRESS/LOCATION
Street and number: 1824 Myrtle Street, Oakland CA

3.

CLASSIFICATION

A. Category
____District
_X__Building(s)
____Structure
____Site
____Object
B. Status
_X__Occupied
____Unoccupied
____Work in progress
C. Accessible
____Yes: restricted
_X_Yes: unrestricted
____No

F.

Zip Code: 94607

Application for:
____City Landmark
_X_ Heritage Property

D.

Present Use (P) and Historic Use (H)
____Agriculture
____Museum
____Commercial
____Park
____Educational
_X__Private Residence
____Entertainment
____Religious
____Government
____Scientific
____Industrial
____Transportation
____Military
____Other (Specify):

E.

Number of Resources within Property
Contributing
Non-contributing
____
____buildings
____
____sites
____
____structures
____
____objects
____
____Total

____ S-7 District
____ S-20 District

ATTACHMENT 2

1824 Myrtle, Heritage Property nomination,- 2 -
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OWNER OF PROPERTY
Name:
Qayyuma DiDomenico, Joaquin DiDomenico
Street and Number: 1824 Myrtle street
City: Oakland

State: CA Zip Code: 94607

Assessor’s Parcel Number: 5-410-20-0
5.

EXISTING FEDERAL/STATE DESIGNATIONS

A.

Federal
____National Historic Landmark
____Included in National Register of Historic Places
____Determined eligible for inclusion in National Register of Historic Places

B.

State
____California Historical Landmark
____California Point of Historic Interest
_X__State Historical Resources Inventory

6.

REPRESENTATION IN EXISTING SURVEYS
Name of Survey

Oakland Cultural Heritage Survey

Survey
Rating (if applicable)

Date

B-1+

1992

Depository

Oakland Planning Dept
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7.

DESCRIPTION

A.

Condition:

____Excellent
_X__Good
____Fair

FORM LPAB-4

B.

____Deteriorated
____Ruins
____Unexposed

Alterations:
(Check one)

C.

Site
(Check one)

__X_Unaltered
____Altered

_X__Original Site
____Moved (Date________)

D.

Style/Type: ___________________________________________________________________________

E.

Describe the present and original (if known) physical appearance:
At the time of construction, 1824 was a large single-family raised-basement Queen Anne cottage.
It was likely built in 1889, according to tax assessor’s block books. The basement was finished
probably sometime after the 1906 earthquake, as it was common to add a basement or rear unit
in West Oakland at this time.
The home has many beautiful architectural elements, particularly on the facade. A hip and gable roof
rises into three distinctive triangular peaks or dormers with ornate detailing and a window on each
peak that looks into the unfinished high pitched attack. The house has multiple bay windows and a
distinctive corner turret on a corbeled base. Dentil blocks run along the underside of the eaves and
two beautiful, large brackets frame the center front bay windows. The entry way, at the left/north
side, is also particularly decorative, with rectangular paneling on the walls to either side of the
doorway and three columns with classical capitals at the entryway. The areas below and between the
windows on the bay and turret are also ornamented with rectangular wood panels.
As is, much of this detail is lost to view because the exterior paint is crumbling and alive with dry
rot and the color scheme and placement does nothing to enhance the beautiful detailing of this
ornate building. The work plan is to repaint the house in a 4-5 color scheme, which will accent the
historic features described above, bringing them back to life. Since these details are street side,
this will contribute to the beautification of the block and hopefully inspire other home-owners to
do the same.
The home’s present condition is fair. Luckily its structure is intact and the most notable damages
are to the facade paint, front staircase, roof and gutters. The back porch was converted into a
bathroom and we intend to install a proper foundation under it. All of the above are being
addressed in the first part of our restoration plan. At some point the original double hung
windows were replaced with aluminum ones which are in bad shape, so the last few years of our
work plan will be dedicated to returning the windows back to their former wooden frames.
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8.

SIGNIFICANCE

A.

Period:
____Prehistoric
____Pre-1869
_X__1869-1906
____1906-1945
____Post-1945

C.

Period of Significance:

E.

Builder/Architect/Designer: Builder Robert Smilie

F.

Significant persons:

G.

Statement of Significance (include summary statement of significance as first paragraph):

B.

Areas of significance--check and justify below:
____Archeology-prehistoric
____Landscape architecture
____Archeology-historic
____Law
____Agriculture
____Literature
_X_ Architecture
____Military
____Art
____Music
____Commerce
____Philosophy
____Communications
____Politics/government
____Community Planning
____Religion
____Conservation
____Science
____Economics
____Sculpture
____Education
____Social/humanitarian
____Engineering
____Theater
_X_ Exploration/settlement
____Transportation
____Industry
____Other (specify)
____Invention
Built in 1889

D.

Significant dates:

1824 Myrtle Street is located in the Oak Center District in West Oakland. The Victorian neighborhood
identified as an Area of Primary Importance by the Oakland Cultural Heritage Survey extends roughly
from Adeline to Myrtle and 14th to 21st streets. 1824 Myrtle is one of about 125 houses built pre-1890 in
this area, alongside an additional 89 houses built between 1890 and 1911, and another handful of
houses built by 1925. The houses of this era in the Oak Center were generally large and prominently
placed on large lots. Oak Center has a rich history as a diverse Oakland residential neighborhood, which
was settled beginning in the 1860s by working and middle class families and by the developers and
builders themselves, as well as by wealthy San Francisco businesspeople like the DeFremerys. Many of
these families stayed in the neighborhood for many decades creating generations of community pride
and ownership.
1824 Myrtle Street was built in 1889 by Robert Smilie (1853-97), a Canadian born carpenter who
relocated to Oakland at age 16, where he began carpentry work and gradually worked into contracting.
In the course of his career he put up some of the finest buildings in both Oakland and San Francisco,
among them being the Central Bank, the Cape Ann Bakery block and the McDonough Theater buildings.
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Identified residents of 1824 include Walter Dimmick, listed as a commission merchant in San Francisco
and later as a clerk at the US Mint. His household in 1900 included his wife Fannie, as daughter, and a
female servant. By 1910 the resident owner was Emma Gohrman, widow of a deputy superintendent of
streets, with two adult daughters. By the time of the 1936 WPA housing survey the house was rented by
a family of 10 adults and teens, headed by John and Blanche Gaynich; three members worked at the
“foot of Pine Street” – presumably the Southern Pacific yards – as clerk, electrician, and laborer.
1824 Myrtle Street is a very good example of a large Queen Anne Cottage. It demonstrates many classic
architectural features of the style such as complex hip and gable roofs, multiple bay windows, and a
small tower. Ornament includes dentil blocks along the eaves and sturdy curved brackets at the bay
corners. The visual quality of this building contributes strongly to the character of the Oak Center district.
The 1800-1900 block of Myrtle Street is historically part of the same neighborhood as the designated
Oak Center S-20 historic district south of 18th Street, but it was not part of the Oak Center
Redevelopment Area and is therefore not in the district designation. Several fine houses on this block
are still awaiting rehabilitation.
Oak Center is a special area of Oakland that is subject to much contemporary interest and investment.
Due to the convenient proximity to San Francisco by way of both west Oakland and 19th street BART
stations. All of West Oakland is on the mind of many an investor. It is my hope and desire to maintain the
integrity of one of these beautiful old Victorians in the face of what may be a trend towards larger
residential and commercial developments. There are 3 other Victorian houses in a one block radius of
1824 that are Mills Act participants, we truly hope to be number 4, adding to this cluster and to the
restoration of Victorian homes in the Oak Center.
On a personal note, echoing the neighborhood’s history of “fiercely loyal” residents, my family feels a
strong connection to both our home and our block. Like many families of the past we fled the hustle and
bustle of city life looking for something slower paced and more community based. Since the first day that
we arrived about a year and a half ago it has felt like home, not to mention our beautiful daughter
Semiya Sage was born in the front parlor on Feb 18th 2015. It is our goal and great hope to maintain the
beauty of this property and restore the property’s classic Victorian details and charm.

8.

MAJOR BIBLIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCES

Research file and Oak Center District inventory form, Oakland Cultural Heritage Survey
Ethel Tinnemann, “The Oak Center Neighborhood: Victorian West Oakland,” Oakland Heritage Alliance
News, Fall 1992 (attached)
State Historic Resources Inventory form for Oak Center Historic District, Area of Primary Importance,
1992 (map and district contributor pages for 1824 Myrtle attached)
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GEOGRAPHICAL DATA
A.

Land area of property (square feet or acres): _ 115’ x 50’ = 5750 sq.ft._________________

B.

UTM References:

USGS Quadrangle Name: _Oakland West________ USGS Quadrangle Scale ___1:24,000_______
A _____
Zone

___________
Easting

________________
Northing

B _____
Zone

___________
Easting

_________
Northing

C _____

___________

________________

D _____

___________

_________

C.

Verbal boundary description: 1824 Myrtle St., Oakland CA 94607; APN 5-410-20-0

11.

FORM PREPARED BY
Name/Title: Qayyuma DiDomenico
Organization: ___________________________________________________ Date: 5/24/2016
Street and Number: 1824 Myrtle Street

Telephone: 415-730-2919

City/Town: Oakland State: CA Zip Code:94607 Email: Qayyuma@hotmail.com
DEPARTMENTAL USE ONLY
A.
Accepted by: _______________________________________ Date: _____________________
B.

Action by Landmarks Preservation Advisory Board
(1) _____Recommended

_____Not recommended for landmark/S-7/S-20 designation

Date: ___________________________________ Resolution number: _____________________
(2) _____Designated as Heritage Property Date:______________
C.

Action by City Planning Commission
_____Recommended
_____Not recommended for landmark/S-7 designation
Date: ____________________________________

D.

Action by City Council
_____Designated
_____Not Designated
Date: _____________________________
Ordinance No: _________________________
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Oakland Landmarks Preservation Advisory Board
OAKLAND LANDMARK, S-7/S20 PRESERVATION COMBINING ZONE,
AND HERITAGE PROPERTY APPLICATION FORM
=================================================================================
This form is for use in requesting the City of Oakland pursuant to its Zoning Regulations to establish a landmark,
landmark site, or Heritage Property or to rezone one or more properties to the S-7 or S-20 Preservation Combining
Zone.

1.

2.

IDENTIFICATION
A.

Historic Name: ____Lemos (Frank & Mary) House________________________________

B.

and/or Common Name: _______________________________________________________

ADDRESS/LOCATION
Street and number: _____369 MacArthur Blvd_________________________ Zip Code: ___94610____

3.

CLASSIFICATION

A. Category
____District
__X_Building(s)
____Structure
____Site
____Object
B. Status
__X_Occupied
____Unoccupied
_X_Work in progress
C. Accessible
____Yes: restricted
__X_Yes: unrestricted
____No

F.

Application for:
____City Landmark
_X__Heritage Property

D.

Present Use (P) and Historic Use (H)
____Agriculture
____Museum
____Commercial
____Park
____Educational
_P__Private Residence
____Entertainment
____Religious
____Government
____Scientific
____Industrial
____Transportation
____Military
____Other (Specify):

E.

Number of Resources within Property
Contributing
Non-contributing
_1__
____buildings
____
____sites
____
____structures
____
____objects
_1__
____Total

____ S-7 District
____ S-20 District

ATTACHMENT 3

-24.

FORM LPAB-4

OWNER OF PROPERTY
Name: ___Oakland Redevelopment Group LLC_____________________________________________
Street and Number: ____1714 Franklin St #100-120____________________________________________
City: ____Oakland_______________________ State: ___CA________________ Zip Code: _94610______
Assessor’s Parcel Number: ___010 078502102________________________________________________

5.

EXISTING FEDERAL/STATE DESIGNATIONS

A.

Federal
____National Historic Landmark
____Included in National Register of Historic Places
____Determined eligible for inclusion in National Register of Historic Places

B.

State
____California Historical Landmark
____California Point of Historic Interest
_X__State Historical Resources Inventory

6.

REPRESENTATION IN EXISTING SURVEYS
Name of Survey
Oakland Cultural Heritage Survey

Survey
Rating (if applicable)
Cb – 2+

Date
9/30/1996

Depository
Oakland Planning Dept

-3-

7.

DESCRIPTION

A.

Condition:
____Excellent
____Good
__X_Fair

FORM LPAB-4

B.
____Deteriorated
____Ruins
____Unexposed

Alterations:
____Unaltered
_X__Altered
(minimally)

C.
Site
_X__Original Site
____ Moved (Date_____)

D.

Style/Type: ____Craftsman house________________________________________________________

E.

Describe the present and original (if known) physical appearance:
369 MacArthur Blvd is a craftsman house built in 1910. It is located in the vibrant area of Adams Point
in Oakland, CA just northeast of popular Lake Merritt. It is a two story building (one main story, attic,
and basement), rectangular in shape, on a steep upslope interior lot. It has a flared gable roof, full width
front porch enclosed with glass-paned windows on both ends, and central entry. There are square
tapered columns in the porch, short shingled posts in the porch railing and a flared skirt at the water
table. Exterior walls are novelty shingles, alternating wide and narrow exposure, brown in color. Roof
is composition shingle. Structure is wood frame. The building has ornamental sash, multi-paned
windows, leaded glass, and bargeboard trim. Present use is a triplex with one tenant. Surroundings are
densely built up residential, overlooking MacArthur freeway across the street. The building needs major
repairs from years of neglect, however it has excellent design integrity.
An overgrown front yard hides the house’s view from the street. There are large redwood trees in the
front yard on the right side. There is a carport with room for one car just off the street and on the left
side of lot. There is a lot of wood rot visible – left side, front porch, window trims. Some broken
windows. Gutters have failed and downspouts are falling or nonexistent. It looks like an extension was
built off the back due to single lap siding that does not match the original shingles, and the attic appears
to have been reshaped at the rear after a fire. Roof appears to be failing in several spots and needs
repair. I am unsure of original physical appearance but might guess the shingles were once raw wood
and not painted.
see additional photos on p. 6

8.
A.

SIGNIFICANCE
Period:
____Prehistoric
____Pre-1869
____1869-1906
_X_1906-1945
____Post-1945

B.

Areas of significance--check and justify below:
____Archeology-prehistoric
____Landscape architecture
____Archeology-historic
____Law
____Agriculture
____Literature
_X_Architecture
____Military
_X_Art
____Music
____Commerce
____Philosophy
____Communications
____Politics/government
____Community Planning
____Religion
____Conservation
____Science
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____Economics
____Education
____Engineering
____Exploration/settlement
____Industry
____Invention
1910ff

D.

____Sculpture
____Social/humanitarian
____Theater
____Transportation
____Other (specify)

C.

Period of Significance:

Significant dates: 1910 (construction)

E.

Builder/Architect/Designer: J.F. Gunn – builder: permit 19091, April 1, 1910, owner Mary Lemos,
builder J.F. Gunn, 1-story 6 room bungalow, S side Perry 400’ W of Van Buren, $2300

F.

Significant persons: Lemos Family – John, Frank B., Frank I., Mary

G.

Statement of Significance (include summary statement of significance as first paragraph):
The Lemos Family is a family of artists. Mary Lemos owned the lot when 369 was built. She was the
wife of Frank I. Lemos, a Portuguese-born shoemaker, and mother of artists Frank B., Pedro, and John
Lemos. The 1914 city directory lists John, an engraver, and Frank I. living at 369 Perry (previous name
of MacArthur), while Pedro Lemos, then an instructor at UC, lived next door in another house owned by
Mary. In various years Frank B., Pedro, and John were listed as Lemos Bros. Artists & Engravers
(1909) and Lemos Illustrating Co. (1907). Pedro (1882-954) later went on to be the director of the
Stanford Art Museum. By the 1920s only the parents, Frank I. and Mary, were living at 369.
Builder J. Frank Gunn is listed in Oakland city directories from 1896 to 1918, first as a carpenter and
later as a contractor. He built at least three other houses in Adams Point, all with no architect named. In
the early 1900s both Gunn and the Lemos family were living on the 800 block of Isabella Street which
may have led to the commission for 369 Perry. The house is a quintessential Oakland craftsman. It has
great detail and wonderful character. It has stood over 100 years and should continue to stand as a piece
of history and an example great craftsmanship.

9.

MAJOR BIBLIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCES
Research file, Oakland Cultural Heritage Survey, Oakland City Planning, Adams Point Survey, 1985ff.
Wikipedia article, “Pedro Joseph de Lemos” (attached)

10.

GEOGRAPHICAL DATA
A.

Land area of property (square feet or acres): ___Lot: 5960 sq ft and Building : 1821 sq ft______

B.
UTM References:
USGS Quadrangle Name: ___Oakland East_____ USGS Quadrangle Scale __1:24,000______
A _____
___________
________________ B _____
___________ ____________
Zone
Easting
Northing
Zone
Easting
Northing
C _____
___________
________________ D _____
___________ _____________
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C.

Verbal boundary description: 369 MacArthur Blvd, Oakland CA 94610.
Legal description: Beginning at a point on the southwestern boundary line of Lot 19 in Block "K",
Revised Map of Oakland Heights, distant thereon 40 feet southeasterly from the most western corner of
said lot, as said lot and block are shown on the map herein referred to; and running thence southeasterly
along said southwestern boundary line 40 feet; thence at right angles north-easterly 161 feet, more or
less, to the southwestern line of Macarthur Boulevard, formerly Perry Street, as said Perry Street is
shown on said map; thence northwesterly along said line of Macarthur Boulevard 40 feet, more or less,
to the point of intersection thereof with a line drawn northeasterly from the point of beginning, and at
right angles to the aforesaid southwestern boundary line of Lot 19 in Block "K"; thence southwesterly
along said line so drawn 155 feet, more or less, to the point of beginning.

11.

FORM PREPARED BY
Name/Title: ____Jessica Sawczuk__________________________________________________________
Organization: ___________________________________________________ Date: ___06/16/2016______
Street and Number: ____1714 Franklin St #100-120___________________ Telephone: _510-543-4972____
City/Town: __Oakland____________ State: CA_ Zip Code: 94612__ Email sawczuk.jessica@gmail.com_

DEPARTMENTAL USE ONLY
A.
Accepted by: _______________________________________ Date: _______________________
B.

Action by Landmarks Preservation Advisory Board
(1) _____Recommended

_____Not recommended for landmark/S-7/S-20 designation

Date: ___________________________________ Resolution number: ______________________
(2) _____Designated as Heritage Property Date:______________
C.

Action by City Planning Commission
_____Recommended
_____Not recommended for landmark/S-7 designation
Date: ____________________________________

D.

Action by City Council
_____Designated
_____Not Designated
Date: _____________________________
Ordinance No: _________________________
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Left side from front

Right side from property line

Stained glass on right side
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Oakland Landmarks Preservation Advisory Board
OAKLAND LANDMARK, S-7/S20 PRESERVATION COMBINING ZONE,
AND HERITAGE PROPERTY APPLICATION FORM
=================================================================================
This form is for use in requesting the City of Oakland pursuant to its Zoning Regulations to establish a landmark,
landmark site, or Heritage Property or to rezone one or more properties to the S-7 or S-20 Preservation Combining
Zone.
1.

2.

IDENTIFICATION
A.

Historic Name: ____Johnson-Beretta House_________

B.

and/or Common Name: _____None_____________________________________________

ADDRESS/LOCATION
Street and number: ____1733 10th St._________ Zip Code: _94607____

3.

CLASSIFICATION

A. Category
____District
_X_Building(s)
____Structure
____Site
____Object
B. Status
_ X_Occupied
____Unoccupied
____Work in progress
C. Accessible
____Yes: restricted
__X_Yes: unrestricted
____No

F.

Application for:
____City Landmark
_X_Heritage Property

D.

Present Use (P) and Historic Use (H)
____Agriculture
____Museum
____Commercial
____Park
____Educational
P,H Private Residence
____Entertainment
____Religious
____Government
____Scientific
____Industrial
____Transportation
____Military
____Other (Specify):

E.

Number of Resources within Property
Contributing
Non-contributing
_1__
____buildings
____
____sites
____
____structures
____
____objects
_1__
____Total

____ S-7 District
____ S-20 District
ATTACHMENT 4

4.

OWNER OF PROPERTY
Name: _________Krysta Morgenthaler_______________________

1733 10th Street

-2-
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Street and Number: 1733 10th Street
City: __Oakland______ State: ___California____ Zip Code: 94607__
Assessor’s Parcel Number: ______6-23-6_________________________
5.

EXISTING FEDERAL/STATE DESIGNATIONS

A.

Federal
____National Historic Landmark
____Included in National Register of Historic Places
_X_Determined eligible for inclusion in National Register of Historic Places

B.

State
____California Historical Landmark
____California Point of Historic Interest
__X_State Historical Resources Inventory

6.

REPRESENTATION IN EXISTING SURVEYS
Name of Survey

Oakland Cultural Heritage Survey

7.

DESCRIPTION

A.

Condition:
____Excellent

Survey Rating
(if applicable)

Date

B-/C1+, API OP1

9/21/1989

B.
____Deteriorated

Alterations:
____Unaltered

Depository

OaklandCityPlanning Department

C.
Site
_ X _Original Site

1733 10th Street
__ X Good
____Fair

-3____Ruins
____Unexposed

Form LPAB-4

X _Altered
(minimally)

____ Moved

D.

Style/Type: Italianate two-story house

E.
F.

Describe the present and original (if known) physical appearance:
The Johnson-Beretta home is a tall two story and raised basement Italianate house in good condition. It is
slightly set back from the front property line, an L-plan with 2 intersecting low-pitched gable roofs, front
porch in the L, and a one-story (and basement) angled bay on the front. There is a one-story wing at the rear.
The porch has turned columns and sunburst brackets and a transom window above the front door. There are
rectangular panels edged with moldings below the front bay windows and in the frieze at the top of the bay.
The bay has pipestem colonettes framing the windows. Its roof is flat, with 8 brackets in the frieze. The main
roof eaves are plain except for a narrow molding where they meet the wall (only the bay has brackets). The
paired second-story windows above the bay are topped by a low arch with sawn ornament. All front-facing
windows have original slender double-hung wood sash with low arched tops. Exterior wall surfaces are
channel rustic siding, edged with plain flat frieze boards and corner boards. Visible alterations include front
doors, basement windows, stairs and railings.

8.

SIGNIFICANCE

A.

Period:
____Prehistoric
_X __Pre-1869
X __1869-1906
____1906-1945
____Post-1945

B.

Areas of significance--check and justify below:
____Archeology-prehistoric
____Landscape architecture
____Archeology-historic
____Law
____Agriculture
____Literature
_ X _Architecture
____Military
____Art
____Music
____Commerce
____Philosophy
____Communications
____Politics/government
____Community Planning
____Religion
____Conservation
____Science
____Economics
____Sculpture
____Education
____Social/humanitarian
____Engineering
____Theater
_ X _Exploration/settlement
_ X _Transportation
_ X _Industry
____Other (specify)
____Invention

C.
Period of Significance: Victorian period
D.
Significant dates: Original part of house was built (and
assessed) in 1869 and secondary house was built in 1873 (also assessed again)
E.

Builder/Architect/Designer: Thomas Johnson (carpenter, original owner, possibly also builder)

F.

Significant persons: n/a

1733 10th Street
G.
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Statement of Significance (include summary statement of significance as first paragraph):

The Johnson-Beretta House is extremely old (1869-1873) and the earliest owners reflect the history of the
changing West Oakland neighborhood. Records show that several early owners and residents worked at the
nearby train station. The neighborhood itself is the Oakland Point area, one of the oldest areas in Oakland and
with a strong historical link to the earliest workforce housing, with the railroad being about 5 blocks from the
house. As we’ve been doing major construction to restore the home (including a new foundation) we have
found many interesting old artifacts, including a 15ft brick lined well, old roller skates, glass bottles, a buried
cat, toys, and an ice or meat hook.
In tax assessor’s block books from 1868-69 to 1873-74 this parcel is assessed to Thomas and Margaret Johnson,
and by 1869-70 they were taxed for a $400 improvement and $100 worth of personal property (indicating that
this was their residence). In 1872-73 the assessment rises to $1000, and in 1873-74 to $2000. City directories
for 1872 through 1874 list Thomas Johnson, carpenter, living at “South side of Seward between Wood and
Willow, Oakland Point.” (The early address of the house was 1723 Seward Street.) It is possible that Johnson,
being a carpenter, built and then either enlarged or replaced the c.1869 house himself. The 1878-79 city
directory alludes to houses that grew in phases: “...many of these consist of only a beginning of a house or rear
part, as hundreds who have purchased lots for homestead purposes are not at once able to build a house
complete, but are anxious to secure the use of their lot and to save rents. All this indicates thrift and a
permanent accession to the bone and sinew of the country in the most desirable shape – that of propertyowners.”
In 1873 the Johnsons sold the property to John and Elizabeth McComb, who transferred it in 1875 to William
and Ildegonda Berretta. William (Guglielmo?) Berretta was variously listed as a hotel keeper, fish dealer,
bookkeeper, collector, and broker in San Francisco, and son Italo Berretta as a watchmaker. The Berrettas are
last listed here in 1876. For the next 30 years or so the house was owned but not occupied by Orazio Buicelli.
Residents in 1896, identified from the Great Register of Voters, were Henry Burnham Crandall, 71, a carpenter
born in New York; Charles Randolph Moore, 39, switchman, born in California; and Charles Stevens Rollins,
towerman, born in Massachusetts. At least two and possibly all three worked for the railroad. By 1911 the
residents were Thomas and Minnie Burns, who soon became owners. Thomas also was a yardman or brakeman
with the Southern Pacific. The 1936 WPA housing survey reported the house as a “two family two decker”
with a 3-room flat upstairs and a 4-room downstairs, but adds “Owner occupies 2 dwelling units.” The head of
household worked as a car repairer at 3rd and Willow in the S.P. yards.
According to records there may be a part of the house (which part is unclear at this point) that was built and
assessed in 1869, with higher assessments (and presumably more house building) in 1872-74.The years 1868-74
are far too early for permit records or even Sanborn maps to confirm these dates, but visual cues about the
completed house confirm a date in the early 1870s, including the low-pitched gables and rather low-hanging
eaves, the absence of elaborate Italianate ornament, and the unusual detailing of the upstairs front windows.
Oakland Point’s very earliest houses are clustered at this far west end of the district, close to the railroad yards
and the ferry, including several on the 1750-block of 8th Street.
9.
MAJOR BIBLIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCES
Research file, Oakland Cultural Heritage Survey
State Historic Resources Inventory form for Oakland Point Historic District, 1990

1733 10th Street
10.
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GEOGRAPHICAL DATA
A.

Land area of property (square feet or acres): __113 x 33 = approx. 3750 sq. ft.__________

B.
UTM References:
USGS Quadrangle Name: ___Oakland West_____ USGS Quadrangle Scale __1:24,000______
A _____
___________
________________ B _____
___________ ____________
Zone
Easting
Northing
Zone
Easting
Northing
C _____
___________
________________ D _____
___________ _____________
C.
11.

Verbal boundary description: 1733 10th St. Oakland CA 94607

FORM PREPARED BY
Name/Title: _______Valerie Coleman____(homeowners wife)____ _
Organization: ________n/a____________________ Date: ____May 30, 2016_____
Street and Number: ____1733 10th St. ____________ Telephone: _415-374-3303__
City/Town: __Oakland_____ State: CA __ Zip Code: _94607_ Email __vjcoleman@gmail.com___

DEPARTMENTAL USE ONLY
A.
Accepted by: _______________________________________ Date: _______________________
B.

Action by Landmarks Preservation Advisory Board
(1) _____Recommended

_____Not recommended for landmark/S-7/S-20 designation

Date: ___________________________________ Resolution number: ______________________
(2) _____Designated as Heritage Property Date:______________
C.

Action by City Planning Commission
_____Recommended
_____Not recommended for landmark/S-7 designation
Date: ____________________________________

D.

Action by City Council
_____Designated
_____Not Designated
Date: _____________________________
Ordinance No: _________________________

1733 10th Street
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1733 10th Street
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1987

1733 10th Street
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